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Introduction
This is the second study on Defence Budgets and Cooperation in Europe (DBC) partially
based on the compilation and analysis of open sources information conducted as part of
the project “Permanent Monitoring and Analysis of military capabilities and defence
sector trends”, managed by a Consortium of European think tanks and funded by the
European Defence Agency (EDA). The content of the study and the opinions expressed by
the authors do not represent the EDA's official position.
The aim of this second DBC study is two-fold. Firstly, it looks more closely at European
defence spending, with a view to ascertaining how much is devoted to investment and
procurement across 31 European countries (hereinafter DBC31)1 in 2016. To do so, it
seeks to identify national specificities. Secondly, it analyses relevant developments in
defence cooperation across Europe at bilateral, regional and mini-lateral levels, occurred
between October 2015 and March 2016. In doing so, it refers to the analytical framework
developed by the first DBC study published in January 2016.2
In conclusion, this study draws on data collected by the Consortium to outline current
trends in European defence spending and cooperation, with a view to underlining
opportunities for defence collaboration in Europe.

The DBC31 countries include: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, and United Kingdom.
2
Alessandro Marrone, Olivier De France and Daniele Fattibene (eds.), Defence Budgets and
Cooperation in Europe: Developments, Trends and Drivers, January 2016, http://www.iai.it/en/node/5850.
1
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Executive Summary

Defence Budgets
The 1st DBC study showed that net defence budget variations between 2015 and 2016 are
positive across European regions, and projected that defence budgets would grow by an
average of 8.3 per cent in 2016, compared to 2015. National investments in defence
equipment are one of the key metrics to analyse whether the fresh commitment by
Europeans to spend more on defence has an effect on their capabilities. The first chapter
of this Report provides an analysis of how and how much each DBC31country spends on
equipment.
A majority of DBC31 countries releases a detailed breakdown of their national spending
plans, and a wealth of data on equipment investment is therefore available in Europe.
However, there are some serious methodological hurdles involved in trying to build a
meaningful picture of equipment investment across Europe. The chapter tackles these in
order to support the understanding and utilization of the data provided by the national
analysis, as well as to lay the ground for a more effective analysis of equipment spending
to be developed in the second year of the DBC study.
Defence Cooperation
The analysis of 39 defence cooperation developments across DBC31 countries shows that
the major trends outlined in the 1st DBC study have been confirmed in recent months.
Firstly, bilateral cooperation continues to be the main form of cooperation in the defence
field, with 22 cases out of 39. For example, Poland and Sweden signed a Framework
Agreement on bilateral defence cooperation, while Saab and Polish Military Aviation
Works (PZL) agreed on a deal on Polish MiG-29 modernization. France and the United
Kingdom (UK) decided to undertake a cooperative effort to develop a new generation of
airborne anti-ship missile. Mini-lateral cooperation among DBC31 countries was also
significant (9 cases). Mini-lateralism developed for example in the context of an existing
bilateral cooperation pattern, with the involvement of Italy in the Aster missile
cooperation born in the framework of the Lancaster House Treaty between France and
the UK.
In comparison with the period covered by the 1st DBC study, a more significant number (8
cases) of multilateral defence cooperation developments were registered. They often
occurred in the context of the European Union (EU) or the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO). In the Union’s case, positive developments were related to the
Enhanced RPAS Automation (ERA), Solar Wind Magnetosphere Ionosphere Link Explorer
(SMILE) and Tandem-X projects. The Alliance has been very active at the operational level
in terms of both collective defence and crisis management operations. Also, Belgium
decided to join the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence (CCDCOE).
The second confirmed trend is that DBC31 countries tend to privilege cooperation with
neighbouring countries (16 cases). For example, Dutch-German cooperation has further
developed, including the deal on German upgrade of the Netherlands’ 16 Leopard 2A6
tanks. However, 14 examples of cooperation with non-neighbouring countries were also
identified. For instance, Italian and Finnish Ministries of Defence, together with the
respective Associations of industries for Defence and Aerospace, signed a Memorandum
4

of Understanding (MoU) which could strengthen defence cooperation among the two
countries. Warsaw announced the launch of a tender in 2016 to purchase three
submarines, for an amount of EUR 2 billion, which could be acquired in a common bid
with other NATO members, like Norway or the Netherlands, to cut costs.
A third confirmed trend is that Germany maintains a significant role in terms of defence
cooperation, though the number of relevant developments (11 cases) has decreased since
the 1st DBC study. For example, cooperative initiatives involving Berlin were registered
with Poland on Polish Leopard modernization, as well as with Austria and Switzerland.
The United States (US) has also maintained a significant role in defence cooperation in
Europe, with 6 cases analysed. These include the UK-US agreement on patrol aircraft, as
well as the Poland-US implementation deal for the Status of Force Agreement (SOFA)
which will enhance also the Polish procurement of American equipment.
Countries in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) and in South Eastern Europe (SEE) have
followed their effort to reduce dependence on Soviet equipment (2 cases), by confirming
the fourth trend outlined in the 1st DBC Study. In this context, cooperation emerged at
bilateral level between Sofia and Warsaw on logistical support for MiG-29. Moreover,
Slovakia signed an agreement with Sikorsky to replace M-17 helicopters with UH-60M
ones and to set up an UH-60M international training centre on Slovak territory.
Fifth, the majority of mini-lateral cooperation developments were related to established
cooperative patterns among DBC31 countries. At the same time, bilateral cooperation
took place mainly outside of existing cooperative frameworks.
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Acronyms List
C4ISR

Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance
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NATO Security Investment Programme
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Organisation Conjointe de Coopération en matière d'ARmement
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Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe
pMS
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Readiness Action Plan
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SDSR
Strategic Defence and Security Review
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Solar Wind Magnetosphere Ionosphere Link Explorer
TEU
Treaty on the European Union
UNODA
United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs
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Chapter 1 - Defence Budgets
Edited by Olivier de France
1.1

How to measure investments in defence equipment

The 1st DBC study estimated that defence budgets will grow by an average of 8.3 per cent
in 2016, compared to 2015. Net defence budget variations between 2015 and 2016 are
positive across European regions. They amount to +19.9 per cent in CEE,3 +9.2 per cent
across SEE,4 +2.7 per cent across Western Europe,5 and +1.6 per cent across the Nordic
region.6 The study concluded that “the decline that has affected European defence budgets
for over twenty years, and more acutely after 2008, has halted”.
Within the comprehensive picture built by the DBC project, it is worth exploring whether
the fresh commitment by Europeans to spend more on defence will have an effect both on
short-term security concerns and on their long-term strategic needs. Examining national
investments in defence equipment is one key to understanding whether Europeans will
be able to endow themselves with the capabilities they need to defend their interests in
the short, medium- and long-term.
The data compiled and processed in this 2nd DBC study uses open-source material, based
on European State budgets presented to national Parliaments for 2016 and attendant
State budgetary documentation.7 A wealth of information in the public domain is thereby
available on equipment spending across Europe, and a majority of European countries
release a detailed breakdown of their national spending plans,8 with some exceptions like
Latvia and the Czech Republic. A number of reasons can explain why States do not release
the exact portion of their national defence budget devoted to equipment. Firstly, the data
may be classified. Secondly, it may be available, but not in the public domain. Thirdly, this
defined budget line may simply not exist as such, in classified or unclassified form.
Countries like Cyprus for instance make available a generic budget line for equipment
spending without entering into specifics. In these cases, the detailed breakdown itself may
be classified, or scheduled to be released at a later date and on an ad hoc basis.
The fact that most European countries release detailed national data does not entail that
it is possible to easily build a meaningful picture of equipment investment across Europe.
There are indeed some serious methodological hurdles involved. Firstly, investment data
is reported in different levels of detail. Belgium and Luxembourg, for example, make
In this study, the region includes: Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and
Slovakia.
4
In this study, the region includes: Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Greece, Romania, Serbia and Slovenia.
5
In this study, the region includes: Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.
6
In this study, the region includes: Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden.
7
The availability of electronic sources has improved matters in this field. Many European countries
now publish budget data through Ministry of Finance websites, and in some cases their full national
budgets. Some specific data may however only be obtained through direct contacts with representatives
from countries concerned, particularly with regard to data already circulated to other OSCE participating
States. All Internet sources used in this study were accessed in February and March 2016.
8
Overall, national budgets are usually available through Ministry of Finance websites.
Supplementary annexes with background data however are not always published in print or electronic
format. Data on procurement related to a particular programme may be available although such data is
not given for all programmes. Naturally, such programme-related procurement numbers should not be
mistaken for defence procurement at large.
3
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available their State budgets down to their smallest items,9 where Baltic countries are less
specific. In the Netherlands10 the defence budget uses bigger aggregates than in Belgium
or in Luxembourg, with a methodology that utilizes meaningful categories to explain the
different budget allocations.
Overall, data on investment spending is available at a high level of detail in Western
Europe, albeit of a complex nature, with a degree of inbuilt uncertainty that increases
when projected over several years. Data available in the Nordic Region is broad,
meaningful and of good quality. The information published in budgetary documentation
in CEE and SEE tends to be sparser and less specific in nature.
Whether the level of detail in financial reporting is high or low, it remains that national
defence budgets are broken down in different ways across Europe. For investment in
defence equipment, countries use different concepts and classifications. “Procurement of
materiel”, “materiel expenditure”, “equipment acquisition”, “material investment”,
“military investment”, “military acquisitions”, “new equipment expenditure” and
“modernization” are some of the lines used in European defence budgets to earmark
equipment spending. These concepts do not simply differ by name: they are different
accounting categories, with disparate perimeters.
In Hungary, the budget line for equipment modernization is included in the same category
as drug prevention programmes and Research and Development (R&D). Romania does
not distinguish new acquisitions and modernization of existent military hardware. On the
other hand, Serbia allocates different budget lines to investment in weapons and other
military equipment, and for modernization of existing equipment. Greece and Cyprus use
a single budget line for equipment. Finland, Denmark and Norway use a category named
“materiel investment”, where Sweden distinguishes “acquisition of equipment and
facilities” and “continuance, decommissioning, etc. of equipment and facilities”. Slovakia
uses a budget line for modernization where Croatia uses “equipment and modernization”.
Lithuania distinguishes “weapons and military equipment” from another expenditure
item named “investment and other acquisitions”. These categories show that
modernization of equipment is sometimes included in the procurement budget,
sometimes not. The equipment budget may or may not comprise maintenance,
infrastructure or information technology (IT). Different levels of Research and
Technology (R&T) and R&D will be included in the investment budget, which will
sometimes include maintenance and modernization, sometimes not.
European countries use different criteria for distinguishing such categories. Fuel and
spare parts, for example, are not usually seen as procurement, and are thus earmarked as
operational expenditure, but it is difficult to distinguish between the two for certain types
of upgrade and modernization. As such, procurement of equipment is not always
separated from maintenance and logistics. Different systems of procurement also exist.
One national Air Force may pay a large sum of money for an aircraft, which includes a
substantial amount of maintenance, whereas another national Air Force will pay less for
an aircraft upfront and then do maintenance itself – it is then accounted for as an
operational outlay. Procurement may include expenditure related to civil emergencies as
well as to defence. Military related procurement may be funded by other Ministries than
the Ministry of Defence (MoD), for example when a country has police forces belonging to
the Ministry of the Interior. “Dual-use” programmes (being both of military and civilian
pertinence) like space procurement and R&D may be financed by other ministries than
the MoD. In addition, defence procurement issues are liable to tie in with more general
defence industrial policy in countries endowed with, or wishing to endow themselves
9
10

See infra.
See infra.
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with an advanced defence industry. Finally, spending plans can stem from policy decisions
that use categories that are relevant for policymaking (like service branches or activities)
rather than budget posts per se (such as personnel costs or procurement). Data that is
made available in the media often pertains to armament programmes, but to not the
equipment budget at large. As a result, it is not always immediately possible to assess the
impact of a policy decision on the cost categories of a country’s budget.11
Lastly, tracking equipment spending unveils a number of accounting conundrums similar
to comparing defence spending across Europe. The two datasets are linked – for instance
in Greece, the budget dedicated to investments in equipment for 2016 is 14.4 per cent of
the total defence budget counting pensions, or 18.9 per cent the defence budget excluding
pensions. Thus, the way in which countries put together their national spending plans has
a mechanical impact on the detailed budget lines they include. How do statistics include
inflation rates? Do they use constant or current prices? Do they include VAT and other
national/local taxes?12 In Finland for example, the Defence Forces pay VAT on the
purchases upfront but later get refunded for such outlays. Do States use planned
expenditure, authorised expenditure (“engagement credits”), or paid expenditure
(“payment credits”) in their spending plans and financial reporting? How do they include
expenditure that has been postponed or spread over time? Defence procurement is often
made in the form of multi-year programmes. There may therefore be a difference in time
between deliveries and financial flows, as to when the military receives its purchased
goods and when it pays for them. Accounting practices vary in this regard from one
country to another.
To help compare defence investment the EDA,13 NATO,14 the United Nations (UN)15 and
What is more, the fact that a budget allocation for equipment is made on paper does not
necessarily entail that it will be systematically used for the intended procurement. It may be used for
other purposes such as salaries and other social benefits of military personnel.
12
Comparing data for countries with different systems for VAT can lead to misleading conclusions.
In principle, three different methods are used: as part of the Government, defence (i) pays no VAT; (ii)
pays VAT and duties, but get refunded afterwards for such outlays; and (iii) pays VAT and duties, without
being refunded. It is worth noting that a new initiative was taken by the EDA Council in 2015 when it was
decided that cooperative defence projects and programmes should be exempt from VAT as long as the
EDA adds value to the initiative. See EDA, VAT Exemption: New Incentive for Defence Cooperation, 4
November 2015, http://www.eda.europa.eu/info-hub/press-centre/latest-news/2015/11/04/vatexemption-new-incentive-for-defence-cooperation.
13
The EDA has created a “Defence Data Portal” for all participating Member States (pMS) on the
EDA website, with defence statistics since 2005. EDA regularly publishes an overview of defence statistics
for its 27 pMS, also covering equipment spending. The latest EDA publication, national defence data 2014
of the 27 EDA Member States, was published in June 2016.
14
NATO created the “NATO Definition of Defence Expenditure” in 1953, and NATO more or less
regularly publishes defence spending data for their Member States. At the NATO Summit in Wales in
September 2014, NATO adopted guidelines stating that Member States should allocate 2 per cent of their
GDP to defence and also that 20 per cent of the defence budget should be spent on procurement and
Research and Development. Few NATO countries meet the “2 per cent of GDP”-target, and there are,
similarly, only a handful of countries having an “equipment share” above 20 per cent. Bengt-Göran
Bergstrand, “NATO Military Expenditures Trends 2010-15, with projections for 2016-20”, in FOI Reports,
No. 4223-SE (December 2015), http://foi.se/en/Search/Abstract/?rNo=FOI-R--4223--SE. See also Table 3
and 6a in NATO, Defence Expenditures of NATO Countries (2008-2015), January 2016,
http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/news_127537.htm.
15
The United Nations has sent out a questionnaire since 1981 to all Member States, asking them to
provide data on their defence expenditures. The questionnaire has the form of a matrix, with cost
categories – including procurement – on the y-axis and services on the x-axis. The data submitted by
countries are then compiled to an annual report, sent by the Secretary-General to the General Assembly.
United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA), United Nations Report on Military Expenditures,
http://www.un.org/disarmament/convarms/Milex.
11
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the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE)16 provide useful
analytical data. However, the four sources do not use entirely similar categories, and the
indicators yield results which sometimes differ greatly (i) between themselves (ii) from
country data. Firstly, both NATO and EDA use the term “equipment” where the UN and
the OSCE use the term “procurement”. The sources also differ regarding the years for
which data is provided. As of April 2016, NATO provides data up to 2015, the EDA up to
201317 and the UN up to 2013-14. Information on procurement data during coming years
may have been circulated within the OSCE, but such data is not available for this study.
The datasets above receive their core information from the countries themselves, either
by questionnaires or by other forms of contact. As a result, most of the methodological
caveats highlighted previously also apply to these datasets when it comes to comparing
information across countries. A review of the information from the four sources will show
that they sometimes report more or less the same data for a certain country, while in other
cases there are significant differences. In other words, data is compiled together, but the
accuracy of comparison is not always ensured. For example, in the case of NATO the
Organization’s Headquarters process the information to fit NATO definitions, on the basis
of a questionnaire sent to the Member States. The Alliance does not specify any monetary
amounts or the detail of the methodology used, although the absolute numbers could
presumably be calculated by relating the percentages to the amounts on total defence
spending reported by NATO.
Naturally, such disparate categories and overlapping perimeters make it difficult to
compare data across European countries. When the information is available and
budgetary documents contain exploitable data, the analysis yields 31 slightly dissimilar
answers. Comparing like to like, on the other hand, would require identifying comparable
accounting blocks across European defence budgets. With regard to investments in
defence equipment, it could be helpful to distinguish, at minimum and where possible,
budget lines which are allocated (i) to development of new equipment, (ii) to acquisition
of new equipment, (iii) to maintenance of current equipment, and (iv) to modernization
of old or current equipment. Were these items identifiable across Europe, it would make
for a comprehensive landscape of defence investment. It would then require using similar
accounting methodologies to compare investment levels per se across DBC31 countries.
1.2

Central and Eastern Europe

Data on defence procurement is not always available through budget documentation in
CEE. When it is, it can be unspecific in nature and sensitive to a number of political
Reporting data at the UN is voluntary and the number of countries regularly providing data is not
as great a success as one could hope for. The OSCE has therefore, since the early 1990s and later in the
Vienna Documents, made it politically obligatory for its 57 participating States to report data, using the UN
matrix as a reporting instrument, on their defence expenditures. There are, however, some interesting
differences between the UN and the OSCE schemes, albeit that the two organizations use the same
reporting matrix. UN data is provided for the past year and is publicly available (in Secretary-General
reports at the UNODA website) while the OSCE data also includes amounts for coming years, but is
primarily only circulated between the OSCE countries, being marked “for Government use only”, without
being directly available in the public domain. A country may, however, release its own information that it
has circulated within the OSCE, but it may not give away information for other countries. Neither the UN
nor the OSCE – unlike NATO – have, however, any mandate or capacity to process the information they
receive, and therefore only reproduce the replies which countries have submitted.
17
EDA published the “Defence Data 2014” in June 2016. For this reason, this data could not be
included in this study. Please cf. EDA, Defence Data 2014, 7 June 2016, http://www.eda.europa.eu/infohub/publications/publication-details/pub/defence-data-2014.
16
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variables.
The information available in the Czech Republic on procurement is unspecific. Neither
the Ministry of Finance (MoF) nor the MoD include this category in their official
publications on the defence budget for 2016.18 Planned Czech defence spending is
projected to reach CZK 47.8 billion (EUR 1.76 billion) in 2016 (1.03 per cent GDP).19 This
amount is close to CZK 50 billion, which is the minimum level required to initiate military
capability development established in the Long Term Perspective for Defence 2030.20 The
document indicates that the emphasis will be on investment in real time operational
coverage and shortening of Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) reaction time. According to the agreement
signed by coalition parties in 2014, the defence budget will be progressively increased in
the present and the next election period to reach 1.4 per cent GDP in 2020 (CZK 55-60
billion), which will be necessary to ensure the implementation of the key modernization
projects.21
In Estonia, the State Budget Strategy documents hold no specific data on procurement,22
but they include several references to the Estonian defence modernization programmes.23
The national annual budgetary policy is prepared in line with the State Budget Strategy,
which covers the years 2016-19.24 However, the Estonian MoD states that EUR 118.6
million or 28.8 per cent of the budget (for 2015) goes to specialized military equipment
procurements.25 These funds purchase new armaments and equipment for the military.26
In 2016, Hungarian defence spending will be just below HUF 300 billion (EUR 970
million).27 HUF 27.5 billion (EUR 87.7 million) of the budget will be devoted to the leasing
Czech Republic, State Budget Act, December 2015, http://www.mfcr.cz/cs/legislativa/legislativnidokumenty/2016/zakon-c-400-2015-sb-23454.
19
Czech MoD, Basic Data on the State budget (1993-2016),
http://www.army.cz/scripts/detail.php?id=5760.
20
Czech MoD, Long Term Perspective for Defence 2030, 2015,
http://www.army.cz/scripts/detail.php?id=8503.
21
Czech MoD, Czech Governmental coalition sign agreement on the progressive increase of the defence
budget, 3 September 2014, http://www.army.cz/en/ministry-of-defence/newsroom/news/-101455.
There is a similar lack of detail in the Coalition Agreement signed in 2014 and in the Long Term
Perspective for Defence.
22
From Estonian budget documents it is not possible to deduce procurement numbers without
contacting Estonian authorities. All Estonian State budgets since 1992 are available in Estonian on the
Estonian Ministry of Finance website, http://www.fin.ee/riigieelarve-ja-majandusulevaated. See, in
particular, 2016. aasta riigieelarve (State budget for 2016), http://www.fin.ee/riigieelarve-2016. In 2016.
aasta riigieelarve eelnõu seletuskiri (State budget explanatory memorandum), the defence budget is
presented in Chapter 3.9 at p. 92-101. The document 2016. aasta riigieelarve seadus (State budget law)
provides a table summary of Estonian expenditures in 2016, where Ministry of Defence data are noted on
p. 11-12, under the heading “Jagu 4. Kaitseministeeriumi valitsemisala” (Section 4. MoD).
23
Estonian MoD, National Defence Plan 2013-22, August 2013,
http://www.kaitseministeerium.ee/en/node/3985 (with projected Estonian defence expenditures up to
2022).
24
Estonian Ministry of Finance, Riigi eelarve strateegia 2016-2019 (State budget strategy 20162019), http://www.fin.ee/riigi-eelarvestrateegia. Older volumes of this strategy are available in English at
http://www.fin.ee/budgeting).
25
This share is comparable to the shares noted by the UN and EDA, which are identical for the year
2013. They report that Estonia then spent EUR 361 million on defence, of which 28.4 per cent, EUR 103
million, was for procurement. NATO reports the same total figure of EUR 361 million as the UN and EDA,
but with an equipment share just half as high, 14.5 per cent, meaning equipment spending according to
NATO would be just EUR 52 million and not EUR 103 million as UN and EDA data would show.
26
Estonian MoD, Estonian defence budget 2015, http://www.kmin.ee/en/node/10675.
27
Hungarian Government, 2016. évi központi költségvetéséről (2016 central budget law), May 2015,
http://www.parlament.hu/irom40/04730/04730.htm. Ministry of Defence data are noted under the
heading “Fejezeti indokolások: XIII. Honvédelmi Minisztérium” (Chapters: XIII. MoD).
18
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of Gripen aircraft and to cover some additional costs, following the crash of two planes in
2015. Hungary also plans to invest in tactical UHV radios and modernization of Mistral
anti-aircraft short-range system. However, the precise portion of the increased defence
expenditure which will be invested in new equipment is unclear. Indeed, the budget line
for modernization is in the same category as drug prevention programmes and R&D.
Going forward, the Government is expected to increase this level of defence spending28 to
1.39 percent of GDP by 2022.29 However, a significant part of the increased spending is
likely to be devoted to personnel costs, given the plan, launched in 2015, to raise military
salaries by 50 per cent by 2019.30
Latvian budgets do not include a line for procurement.31 They are published in full on the
MoF website. The three main international sources report almost identical data for 2013.
The NATO figure for 2013 is LVL 149 million or about EUR 212 million, as also reported
by the EDA.32 During coming years, Latvian defence budget will be rapidly increased, so
that Latvia will spend 2 per cent of its GDP on defence in 2018.
Lithuanian budget information is published only in part by the MoF.33 The Lithuanian
MoD reports defence procurement in 2015 at 20.1 per cent of the total defence budget,
which is EUR 425 million. Expenditure for “weapons and military equipment” amounts to
EUR 45.7 million.34 Another expenditure item is “investment and other acquisitions”
which amounts to EUR 71.2 million, or 16.7 per cent of Lithuanian defence. Adding these
outlays yields a higher procurement share than the numbers which are reported by
NATO.35
In 2015, the Polish Parliament approved an amendment to national law which increased
defence expenditure from 1.95 per cent GDP to 2 per cent GDP from the beginning of 2016.

“Government submits 2016 budget bill”, in Daily News Hungary, 13 May 2015,
http://wp.me/p7dB5d-4uu; Hungarian MoD, Hungary is performing well in NATO, 26 June 2015,
http://www.kormany.hu/en/ministry-of-defence/news/hungary-is-performing-well-in-nato
29
“Hungary to double defence spending by 2022”, in Daily News Hungary, 30 December 2015,
http://wp.me/p7dB5d-7P2. See also Hungarian Government, 2017. évi központi költségvetéséről (2017
central budget law), April 2016, http://www.parlament.hu/irom40/10377/10377.htm. Ministry of
Defence data are noted under the heading “Fejezeti indokolások: XIII. Honvédelmi Minisztérium”
(Chapters: XIII. MoD).
30
“Defence Minister: Hungarian soldiers stand ground in crises”, in Daily News Hungary, 2 January
2016, http://wp.me/p7dB5d-7S3.
31
From Latvian budget documents it is not possible to define and calculate Latvian procurement
outlays without contacting Latvian authorities, to deduce. Latvian budgets are available in Excel on the
Latvian part of the Ministry of Finance website. For the 2015 defence figures, see row 599 and below for
“Aizsardzības ministrija” in “4.pielikums, Valsts pamatbudžet aieņēmumu un izdevumu atšifrējums pa
programmām un apakšprogrammām” (Annex 4, State budget revenue and expenditure breakdown by
programmes and sub-programmes),
http://www.fm.gov.lv/lv/sadalas/valsts_budzets/valsts_budzeta_likums_arhivs/2015__gads_. For similar
2016 figures, see row 461 in Annex 4,
http://www.fm.gov.lv/lv/sadalas/valsts_budzets/2016__gada_budzets.
32
For Latvian UN data for 2013, see UN General Assembly, Objective information on military matters,
including transparency of military expenditures (A/69/135), 14 July 2014, http://undocs.org/A/69/135.
33
It is not possible from the Lithuanian national budget to define and calculate Lithuanian
procurement outlays, without contacting Lithuanian authorities. Data on the Lithuanian budget for 2016 is
available through the Lithuanian Ministry of Finance website: see Patvirtinti biudžetai (Approved
budgets), http://finmin.lrv.lt/lt/veiklos-sritys/biudzetas/patvirtinti-biudzetai.
34
NATO and EDA report almost identical data for 2013; there is no UN data for Lithuania for 2013,
though for 2014, NATO and UN report the same figure for total defence, though NATO reports a lower
procurement share (14.1 per cent) than the UN, which reports procurement as 20.4 per cent.
35
Lithuanian MoD, Budget statement. Appropriations for national defence 2015, 28 April 2015,
http://www.kam.lt/en/budget_1065.html.
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20 per cent of the defence budget will be devoted to new equipment.36 The overall budget
will grow by PLN 2.900 million (EUR 650 million) or 9.4 per cent compared to 2015
expenditure. Since the Parliamentary elections in 2015 gave an overall majority to Law
and Justice (PiS) party, which did not need to form a coalition, defence expenditure is
likely to remain stable in the coming four years.
In Slovakia, according to the Law on the State Budget approved by Parliament in
December 2015, there will be EUR 880.6 million spent on defence in 2016.37 18.05 per
cent of the budget (EUR 159 million) will be devoted to modernization, based on the latest
adjustment from February 2016. Based on a three years prediction it is expected that
defence budget in 2017 and 2018 will be 1.11 per cent of GDP.38 Governmental officials
say at the same time that the ambition to have 1.6 per cent by 2020 (as declared at the
2014 NATO Summit in Wales) is still valid.
1.3

Nordic Region

Data on defence procurement in the Nordic region is broadly available, meaningful and
specific. However, the precise parameters accounted for differ in Finland, Denmark,
Sweden and Norway.
The Finnish defence budget was presented in September 2015.39 Finland plans to spend
EUR 545 million on procurement of materiel in 2016 (18.9 per cent of the total defence
budget), up from EUR 417 million in 2015 (15.7 per cent).40 The increase of procurement
spending is in line with the rise in the Finnish defence budget by a nominal 8.5 per cent
since 2015, which is a first since 2009.41 It is worth noting that the procurement figures
exclude VAT. In Finland, the Defence Forces first pay VAT on its purchases but later get
refunded for such outlays.42 In addition, part of the international peacekeeping operations
that Finland takes part in are financed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) and not
by the MoD.43
Polish Parliamentary National Defence Committee, transcript of 5th meeting, 5 January 2016,
http://orka.sejm.gov.pl/zapisy8.nsf/0/9004C07E581E2606C1257F3A004DBCB2/%24File/0015708.pdf.
37
Slovak Government, Rozpočet verejnej správy (General Government budget),
http://www.finance.gov.sk/Default.aspx?CatID=6958.
38
Please refer to the general Government budget for the years 2016-2018 approved by the Slovak
National Council, http://www.finance.gov.sk/Default.aspx?CatID=10397.
39
Finnish budget documents (in Finnish and Swedish) are available on the Finnish Ministry of
Finance website: Valtion talousarvioesitykset (State budget proposals),
http://budjetti.vm.fi/indox/index.jsp. For the 2016 draft defence budget, see: Talousarvioesitys 2016: 27.
Puolustusministeriön Hallinnonala (Budget draft 2016: 27. MoD),
http://budjetti.vm.fi/indox/sisalto.jsp?year=2016&lang=fi&maindoc=/2016/tae/hallituksenEsitys/hallit
uksenEsitys.xml&opennode=0:1:133:383:635.
40
Finnish MoD, Division of Defence Spending,
http://www.defmin.fi/en/tasks_and_activities/resources_of_the_defence_administration/finances/divisio
n_of_defence_spending.
41
There has been a nominal increase from EUR 2,659 billion in 2015 to EUR 2,886 billion in 2016.
However, it appears this increase is primarily a result of a number of postponed payments, so it is not
certain that this increase should be seen as trend break.
42
UN data for Finland differs for 2013 somewhat from those reported by the EDA. For 2013, UN
data reports total Finnish defence expenditures as EUR 2,459 million of which EUR 615 million, 25 per
cent, was for procurement, compared to the EUR 2,862 million EDA reports as total Finnish defence
expenditures, with EUR 588 million for procurement. Notably, if a comparison between the UN figures for
2014 and 2013 is made, Finnish total defence expenditures increased from the noted EUR 2,459 million in
2013 to EUR 2,758 million in 2014, while procurement decreased from EUR 615 million in 2013 to EUR
443 million in 2014.
43
In addition, the data covers only Ministry of Defence spending and do not include the activities of
36
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The Danish budget, presented in September 2015,44 defines “procurement”
(materieludgift) in a new and different manner from 2014.45 The amount Denmark
allocated to “materiel expenditure” in 2016 comes to EUR 208 million (7.5 per cent of total
defence budget, with a new perimeter for procurement), down from EUR 236 million in
2015. It should amount to EUR 308 million in 2017 (10.9 per cent), EUR 282 million in
2018 (10.3 per cent), and EUR 275 million in 2019 (10.2 per cent).46 Historically, these
numbers differ from the ones reported by NATO.47
Norway spent about 20.6 per cent (NOK 9 billion) of its total defence budget48 in 2015 on
“material investments” (Materiell investeringer).49 In 2016, it will spend about 25.2 per
cent (NOK 12.4 billion) on material investments.50 The MoD (Forsvars departementet)
report entitled Future acquisitions for the Norwegian Armed Forces 2015-2023 is of
particular importance in the realm of procurement for the services. It highlights the
importance of the Norwegian acquisition of 52 F-35 fighter aircrafts.51 Norwegian longterm defence plans set the levels of defence budgets for the coming four years period, with
some guidelines on the subsequent years. The current Long-term Defence Plan
(Langtidsplan for Forsvaret) for 2013-2016 was presented in March 2012, and a new
defence plan for 2017-2020 should be presented in 2016.52
the para-military Finnish Border Guards, belonging to the Ministry of the Interior.
44
Danish Ministry of Finance, Forslag til finanslov for finansåret 2016 (Budget proposal for finance
year 2016), September 2015, http://www.fm.dk/publikationer/2015/forslag-til-finanslov-2016-sep.
Ministry of Defence data are noted under the heading “§12. Forsvarsministeriet” (§12. MoD).
45
For data on total Danish Ministry of Defence spending, http://oescs.dk/olapdatabase/finanslov/index.cgi. For figures on “equipment acquisition,” see the Danish defence
budget, p. 41. For the new definition of procurement, see p. 36.
46
For an overview table on Danish defence spending for the years 2016-19, see: Danish MoD,
Defence expenditure, updated 28 January 2016,
http://www.fmn.dk/eng/allabout/Pages/Defenceexpenditure.aspx. As illustrated in this table, the main
procurement account is called “Equipment and IT” and also includes the large investments in IT as well as
the outlays for equipment management and logistics, but with a special row for “equipment acquisition.”
47
NATO data shows that procurement in Denmark has averaged 11.8 per cent during the last three
years 2013-15 (Denmark is not a member of the EDA and the latest UN figure for Denmark is for 2012). In
2015, both Danish defence spending and the procurement share increased slightly, meaning that
procurement spending rose from around EUR 336 million in 2014 to EUR 406 million in 2015.
48
The total defence budget for 2016 is NOK 49.1 billion, raised from NOK 43.8 billion in 2015.This
increase in real terms also includes re-allocation of 2015 funds.
49
NATO and UN data for Norway for the year 2013 are similar. They report that Norway spent NOK
43.5 billion on defence, of which 18.9 per cent (equivalent to EUR 1.1 billion), was for procurement.
50
See the Norwegian State budget portal “Statsbudsjettet”,
http://www.statsbudsjettet.no/Statsbudsjettet-2016. From this portal, it is possible to find the defence
budget for 2016: Tilråding fra Forsvarsdepartementet (Recommendation from the MoD), 18 September
2015, http://www.statsbudsjettet.no/Statsbudsjettet-2016/Dokumenter1/Fagdepartementenesproposisjoner/Forsvarsdepartementet-FD/Prop-1-S-. Summary data on Norwegian defence expenditures
are available in “Vedlegg 4 - Nøkkeltall for perioden 2013-2016” (Annex 4 - Key Numbers for the years
2013-16) on p. 169. See also Norwegian MoD, Norwegian Government Proposes Significant Defence Budget
Boost. National Budget 2016, 8 October 2015, https://www.regjeringen.no/en/aktuelt/betydelig-og-reellstyrking-av-forsvarsbudsjettet/id2456637.
51
Norwegian MoD, Future acquisitions for the Norwegian Armed Forces 2015-2023, 5 March 2015,
https://www.regjeringen.no/en/dokumenter/framtidige-anskaffelser-til-forsvaret-faf20152023/id2398671.
52
For an English summary of the 2012-16 Defence Plan see: Norwegian MoD, The New Norwegian
Long-term Defence Plan - Summary, 17 April 2012, https://www.regjeringen.no/en/aktuelt/the-newnorwegian-long-term-defence-plan/id678767. For information about the upcoming Defence Plan, see the
speech by the Norwegian Minister of Defence Ine Eriksen Søreide, New long-term plan for the Armed
Forces – a monumental political challenge, 12 January 2016,
https://www.regjeringen.no/en/aktuelt/new-long-term-plan-for-the-armed-forces--a-monumentalpolitical-challenge/id2471559.
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The Swedish defence budget has two accounts related to materiel and procurement.53 No
distinction is made in the Swedish budget between equipment and
facilities/infrastructure,54 which may help explain why the UN and EDA report very
different allocations.55 In 2015, Sweden spent SEK 9.8 billion (22.3 per cent of total
defence budget) on “acquisition of equipment and facilities”, and SEK 6.5 billion (14.9 per
cent) on “continuance, decommissioning, etc. of equipment and facilities”. The respective
numbers for 2016 are SEK 8.4 billion (18.8 per cent) and SEK 6.9 billion (15.4 per cent),
shifting to SEK 10.7 billion (21.7 per cent) and SEK 7.1 billion (14.5 per cent) in 2019. The
Swedish defence budget includes spending both for “(Military) Defence” (Försvar) and
civil emergencies; according to the 2016 budget,56 expenditures for defence will increase
from SEK 43.8 billion in 2015 to SEK 44.8 billion in 2016.
1.4

South-Eastern Europe

Information on defence procurement is not always available through budget
documentation in SEE. When it is, the data is at times unspecific or programme - specific,
and sensitive to a number of political variables.
In 2016, Bulgaria will dedicate BGN 959 million (EUR 491 million) to defence.57 According
to the Programme for the Development of the Defence Capabilities of the Bulgarian Armed
Forces 2020, which was adopted by Bulgarian Government in September 2015, defence
expenditures will remain at almost the same level in 2017 and 2018 (around BGN 1 billion
or EUR 511 million) and after 2018 will start to grow reaching the 2 per cent GDP level in
2024, depending on “favourable economic conditions”.58 In previous years, only six per
cent of the budget was allocated to new equipment.59 This ratio will grow in 2016 as
Bulgaria secured BGN 160 million (EUR 80 million) in the 2016 budget for the

See the row for “Försvar” in Table 2.2 on p. 14, Table 3.9 on p. 62, and Table 3.14 on p. 65, in the
2016 Swedish defence budget. See Swedish Government, Budget propositionen för 2016 (Budget law
2016), http://www.regeringen.se/rattsdokument/proposition/2015/09/prop.-2015161. Ministry of
Defence data are noted under the heading “Utgiftsområde 6. Försvar och samhällets krisberedskap”
(heading 6. Defence and emergency preparedness).
54
Short definitions of the allocation criteria are as follows: Account 1.3 is defined as “this
appropriation may be used to finance the acquisition of equipment and facilities” and Account 1.4 is noted
as “this appropriation may be used to finance continuance and decommissioning of equipment and
facilities. This appropriation may also be used for the cost of the EDA and the security cooperation with
other countries and to measures to promote export activities of in Sweden active defence industries”.
55
UN and EDA data for Sweden give about the same figure for 2013 for total defence expenditures
of SEK 40,156 million / EUR 4,641 million (UN) compared to EUR 4,673 million (EDA). There is, however,
a big difference regarding procurement; based on UN data, Sweden had a procurement share of 37.6 per
cent and spent about EUR 1.7 billion on procurement while the EDA share is much lower, 21.6 per cent,
meaning that Sweden spent about EUR 1 billion on procurement.
56
Medium- and long-term Swedish defence policy guidelines are put forward by a special
committee, the Defence Commission. In April 2015, an agreement was reached in a similar way between
the Swedish Government and three opposition parties on defence allocations for the years 2016-20. When
the budget proposal was later presented in September 2015, the defence budget law was based on this
agreement.
57
Bulgaria Government, Закон за държавния бюджет на Република България за 2016 г. (State
budget law 2016), 7 December 2015, http://www.minfin.bg/document/17315:2.
58
Programme for the Development of the Defence Capabilities of the Bulgarian Armed Forces 2020,
30 September 2015,
http://www.md.government.bg/en/doc/drugi/20150930_DefCapab_Program_EN.pdf.
59
The original version of the Bulgarian governmental documents,
http://www.parliament.bg/bg/parliamentarycommittees/members/2334/reports/ID/5829.
53
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modernization of its Navy and MiG-29 aircraft.60 Looking to 2020, priorities in capability
development are as follows: interoperability, Communications and Information Systems
(CIS) of the deployable forces and systems, mobility of land forces units; naval
countermine capability and the capability of the Navy to counter a naval and air adversary,
development of aircraft self-defence systems, Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition
and Reconnaissance (ISTAR) and Chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN)
capabilities. The main projects include: acquisition of a new generation combat aircraft;
acquisition of 3D radars; acquisition of automated command and control systems, partial
modernization of Class E71 frigates and acquisition of multifunctional modular offshore
vessels.
As of March 2016, Croatia had not yet adopted the annual State budget. According to the
budget proposal presented on 10th March, the defence budget is projected to be HRK 4.023
billion, which is a cut of HRK 372 million (8.46 per cent decrease on the 2015 defence
budget). This overall amount represents 1.17 per cent of the Croatian GDP. The sum
allocated for the purpose of equipment and modernization is HRK 805 million, which
represents roughly 20 per cent of the total defence budget. The 2016 levels represent a
HRK 178.2 million cut in the equipment budget compared to 2015.61 National defence
spending in the proposed budget has been reduced by approximately HRK 372 million,
while the Ministry of Interior is allocated an additional HRK 307.6 million. This shift is
significant, taking into account the fact that in light of the refugee crisis the Army is
foreseen to possibly take a more proactive role in providing border security. In the coming
years however, the portion of the defence budget allocated for equipment and
modernization should grow in 2017 and 2018 at HRK 906 million and HRK 976 million
respectively. Equipping the long-range artillery system has been allocated HRK 46.48
million (down by 45.7 per cent).62 The MoD’s 2015-2024 Long Term Development Plan
looks to preserve Croatian defence expenditure at 2014 levels of 1.3 per cent of GDP for
the subsequent three years.
The detail of the Cypriot defence budget is never made public. However, the authorities
publish some general numbers in the House of Representatives. The total budget of the
MoD for 2016 amounts to EUR 319 million. The funds for equipment are EUR 69 million
in 2015, and EUR 72 million for 2016. The advent of Troika requires a long-term
calculation of budgets by the Treasury. The assessment of the defensive shield for the MoD
does not send optimistic messages. The 2017 allocation might be decreased to EUR 65
million, and to EUR 56 million by 2018. However, the total budget of the MoD for the
coming years is estimated to remain at exactly the same level. The reductions of sums
destined for the defence shield may be used for other needs of the Ministry.63
The contract with Poland for the modernization of MiG engines represents EUR 6 million.
However it is unclear how much of the remaining sum will go towards modernization. See “1,34% от БВП
ще е бюджетът за отбрана за 2016 г.” (1.34% of GDP will be allocate for defence in 2016), in TV Europe,
3 November 2015, http://tvevropa.com/bg/news/bulgaria/view/111879.
61
One third of this is caused by a decrease in the cost of equipping, one third results from slowing
down the completion of the Armour Personnel Carrier project [Borbenooklopnovozilo, BOV], while the
remaining third comes from a slow-down in purchasing coastal patrol boats and Panzerhaubitze 2000.
62
Since the budget is not yet approved at the time of writing, there is no official statement yet
regarding the defence budget. Data on the investment in equipment is based on open source information.
See “Proračun 2016. - manje novca za plaće u obrani”, in Obris.org, 11 March 2016,
http://obris.org/hrvatska/proracun-2016-manje-novca-za-place-u-obrani. Two modernization projects
to be reviewed in 2016 are NATO’s integrated air defence system (currently awarded HRK 3.75 million)
and the modernization of the radar system Enhanced Peregrine (currently planned at HRK 2 million).
63
As regards the other parts of the Ministry of Defence, the EUR 6.8 million intended mainly for staff
salaries and other needs of the Ministry Administration, EUR 131.5 million for the Cyprus Army
(professionals) and EUR 108.7 million for the National Guard (reservists).
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The Greek defence budget for 2016 is EUR 4,166.688 million. This figure includes
pensions (EUR 1,004 million, paid directly by the Greek MoF). The budget dedicated to
investments in equipment for 2016 is EUR 598 million. That is 14.35 per cent of the total
defence budget counting pensions, or 18.90 per cent the defence budget excluding
pensions. The budget that will be dedicated to investments in equipment over the course
of 2016, is as follows: EUR 497.601 million in 2017; EUR 540.601 million in 2018; EUR
590.601 million in 2019; and EUR 590.601 million in 2020.64 The data provided for these
years (2016–2020) is in current prices, not in constant prices. In addition, it should be
noted that according to the third Greek bailout programme (ESM programme of July
2015), the Greek defence budget for 2016 should be cut by EUR 400 million. However, it
is highly doubtful whether this goal will be implemented during 2016, as the Greek MoD
argues that due to the unforeseen needs that have to be addressed, as a result of the severe
migration crisis in Greece, its budget cannot afford any cuts; so this is still an open issue
that remains to be addressed by the current Greek administration.
Romania’s defence spending for 2016 in absolute terms will total RON 11.2 billion
(around EUR 2.5 billion).65 Roughly 29 per cent (EUR 720 million) of the defence budget
will be allocated to new acquisitions or modernization of existing military hardware.66 In
June 2015, Romania approved a modernization programme for the development and reequipping of the Armed Forces until 2027. The document is not public. Given
Parliamentary elections in late 2016, it cannot be stated with certainty how much the new
Government will allocate to military acquisitions in 2017. However, there is a political
pact among major political parties to achieve 2 per cent of GDP military budget starting
with 2017 and to keep this level of spending until 2027.
The Serbian military budget for 2016 totals RSD 55.8 billion, or around EUR 451.8
million. For the purposes of investment in weapons and other military equipment, the
budget envisages RSD 1.9 billion, or about EUR 15.3 million – this is about 3.4 percent of
the adopted budget. This amount is the biggest in the last seven years. At the same time
about one percent of the budget has been allocated to the modernization of the existing
equipment.67 There is no information available at the moment as to subsequent years. The
amount in budget allocated to equipment does not mean that it will be systematically used
for the intended procurement. Planned purchases are couched down in official
documents, but the experience of previous years shows that the political elite often use
this part of the budget for other purposes; primarily salaries and other social benefits of
military personnel.
Slovenia’s Medium-Term Defence Programme 2016-2020, agreed in February 2016,
forecasts that the amount available for equipment procurement will be EUR 19 million
over the period 2016 to 2018, and EUR 103 million over the period 2019-2020. This
equates to a total of EUR 122 million over the period 2016 to 2020. Major equipment
For the estimations until 2018, data has been acquired by the Greek Ministry of Finance,
Μεσοπρόθεσμο Πλαίσιο Δημοσιονομικής Στρατηγικής 2015-2018 (Medium Term Fiscal Strategy 20152018), April 2014, http://www.taxheaven.gr/pagesdata/AITIOLOGIKH%20EKTHESH_MPDS%2020152018.pdf. The data presented for the years 2019-2020 are based on estimations of the Greek Ministry of
Defence for which there is no open governmental source available.
65
“Buget cu 51,65% mai mare în 2016 pentru Ministerul Apărării”, in AgerPres, 5 December 2015,
http://www.agerpres.ro/social/2015/12/05/buget-cu-51-65-mai-mare-in-2016-pentru-ministerulapararii-17-23-34.
66
“Prioritati in bugetul Ministerului Apararii pentru 2016: Modernizarea fregatelor, achizitia unor
blindate, reparatii capitale la unele aeronave, dar si ridicarea nivelului de instruire al militarilor”, in
HotNews.ro, 11 December 2015, http://www.hotnews.ro/stiri-esential-20660596-prioritati-bugetulministerului-apararii-pentru-2016-modernizarea-fregatelor-achizitia-unor-blindate-reparatii-capitaleunele-aeronave-dar-ridicarea-nivelului-instruire-militarilor.htm.
67
Serbian MoD, Defence, No. 247 (1 January 2016).
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spending, which should rise to 2.5 per cent of defence expenditure by 2018, had dwindled
from 10.8 per cent in 2007 to 1.3 per cent in 2013. Slovenian equipment procurement
expenditure amounted to EUR 4.9 million in 2013.68 The scheduled increase should be
channelled towards maintaining existing capabilities (motorised and medium infantry,
police and CBRN), implementing NATO Capability Targets, and personnel, as opposed to
new procurement and R&D. The Medium-Term Defence Programme also projects a
stabilization and gradual increase of defence spending in real terms to 1.03 per cent of
GDP by 2020. While a 0.5 per cent real decrease affected 2015, 2016 should see a real
increase by 0.9 per cent, 2017 a real decrease by 1 per cent and an increase by 7.1 per
cent in 2018. Defence spending was reduced by 34.6 per cent from 2007 to 2015, down
to 0.95 per cent of GDP, while GDP itself decreased by 1.1 per cent.
1.5

Western Europe

Equipment and procurement information in Western Europe is ordinarily available and
precise, albeit of complex nature, with a degree of inbuilt uncertainty which increased
when projected over several years.
Austria earmarked EUR 141.827 million for military investment in 2016.69 This totals a
share of 8.25 per cent of the total military budget (EUR 1,718.493 million) and a share of
6.85 per cent of the total defence budget (EUR 2,071.927 million). The latter figure also
includes non-military budget items which support State activities related to sport. Austria
does not specify a detailed plan of how to spend its future defence budgets. Since the
overall defence budget is planned to be raised by EUR 92.84 million until 2019,70 it is likely
that the investment budget will also grow by about 4 per cent until 2019. Austria went
through a phase of restructuring after the referendum on the national service in 2013.71
In addition and in light of the migrant crisis, there may be a chance for the Bundesheer
and the MoD to gain more political influence and thus secure further funds.
In the Belgian planned State budget for 2016, which was voted on 13th November 2015,
the equipment expenditure is recorded in programme 16.50.2 of the organic division for
defence. It is divided into authorised payments (“credits d’engagement”) and executed
payments (“credits de paiement”). In 2015, it amounted to EUR 174 million, up from EUR
137 million in 2014, and from EUR 111 million72 in 2013 according to the EDA. The
authorised credits for 2016 amount to EUR 70 million in the 2016 State budget,73 in the
context of restrictions decided by the Michel Government. A number of important new
EDA, Defence Data of Slovenia in 2013, http://www.eda.europa.eu/info-hub/defence-dataportal/Slovenia/year/2013#2.
69
October 2015 figures: Austrian Ministry of Finance, Bundesvoranschlag 2016. UG 14-Militärische
Angelegenheiten und Sport - Teilheft, 16 February 2016, p. 12,
https://service.bmf.gv.at/BUDGET/Budgets/2016/bfg/teilhefte/_start_teilhefte.htm.
70
November 2015 figures: Austrian Parliament, Bundesvoranschlagsentwurf 2016
Untergliederungsanalyse UG 14-Militärische Angelegenheiten und Sport, 16 February 2016, p. 7,
https://www.parlament.gv.at/ZUSD/BUDGET/BD_-_UG_14-Militaerische_Angelegenheiten_und_Sport.pdf
71
Since the vote turned out in favour of maintaining conscription, military planners had to revise
their plans, which translates into current planning (notably the structural reform “ÖBH 2018”).
72
EDA, Defence Data of Belgium in 2013, http://www.eda.europa.eu/info-hub/defence-dataportal/Belgium/year/2013#2.
73
Belgian Chamber of Representatives, Budgets des recettes et des dépenses pour l'année budgétaire
2016, 13 November 2015, p. 372, http://www.begroting.be/NL/budgetOnline/AT%20ini2016.pdf; Projet
du budget général des Dépenses pour l'année budgétaire 2016, partie I, 13 November 2015,
http://www.begroting.be/NL/budgetOnline/AUB%20ini2016-deel%20I.pdf. For a general overview, see
http://www.begroting.be/FR/pages/budgetOnline.aspx.
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acquisitions were announced before 2030, in the context of the publication of the strategic
plan (Plan Stratégique 2030)74 and a possible “tripling” of the Belgian defence budget.75
These acquisitions include 35 new fighter jets, possibly F-35 planes, 2 frigates, 6
minesweepers and 6 unarmed drones,76 but it is as yet unclear which budgetary line they
will fall under.
In France, the State Finance Law for 2016 states that the budget line for equipment
amounts to an average of EUR 17.6 billion (current) annually,77 and EUR 88 billion over
the 2015-2019 period for the modernization of the French Army. More precisely, it
amounted to EUR 16.6 billion in 2015 and should total EUR 17 billion in 2016, EUR 17.3
billion in 2017, EUR 17.7 billion in 2018, and EUR 19.1 billion in 2019. Within the national
defence budget it is spread over programme P146 (“Equipement des forces”) and P178
(“Préparation et emploi des forces”) of the budget for the defence function (“mission
défense”). Investment in equipment (programme P146) specifically amounts to EUR 9.95
billion annually78 (current). This compares to the EUR 9.85 billion annually as originally
planned in the 2014-2019 programming law. Following the terrorist attacks on 13
November 2015, the State’s defence budget (“Loi de programmation militaire”) was
updated for 2016. It added an extra EUR 3.8 billion to national defence spending up to
2019. EUR 1.5 billion of this sum (EUR 1 billion of which is due to extra purchasing power)
will be allocated to new equipment spending (Tigre and NH90 helicopters, Air-to-Air
refuelling and strategic transport planes), and EUR 500 million to equipment
maintenance for external operations. In 2013, the EDA estimated French defence
equipment procurement expenditure at EUR 8.8 billion,79 and EUR 12.1 billion including
R&D, but the exact perimeter of these budget lines is unclear.
Germany is planning to invest EUR 4.576 billion in military acquisitions in 2016,80 which
makes it the third largest budget item in the defence budget. Its share in the total defence
budget of EUR 34.287 billion for 2016 is 13.32 per cent. Assuming that the current
allocation is to be continued in the future, investment in military acquisitions will be
between EUR 4.7 billion and EUR 5 billion annually in the coming years. Recent media
attention has focused on a plan by the Defence Minister to invest a total of EUR 130 billion
between now and 2030.81 Under this plan, the MoD would be able to invest on average
about EUR 9 billion for acquisitions every year. It remains speculative however whether
the Defence Minister will be able to secure these extra funds. In recent years, the MoD has
not always spent its total budget for acquisition (e.g. due to delays in programmes) and
has hence been forced to return the funds to the MoF.82 In 2015 however, the MoD was
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able to shift such money from larger acquisition programmes, which often are plagued by
delay, to smaller ones and thus spent all of the allocated money.83 If this turns out to be a
constant pattern over the next years, it is likely that all allocated money will be spent.
Overall, since Germany’s economic situation is stable, it is likely that the current budget
will be spent as planned in forthcoming years. Furthermore, the crises around Europe
have resulted in a broad political consensus regarding a strengthened German role and
responsibility in the European security and defence landscape. The larger political parties
are also coming to terms with the fact that cuts in the defence budget have an impact on
Armed Forces capabilities.
The Italian MoD plans to allocate EUR 1.762 billion to investments in equipment in
2016.84 This amount does not include the funds allocated to technological investments by
the Ministry of Economic Development. In 2015, beside EUR 2.171 billion from the MoD,
the Ministry of Economic Development dispatched EUR 2.476 billion for investment in
defence equipment.85 In 2015, total defence investments were therefore worth roughly
EUR 4.600 billion. The Plurennial Programmatic Document for Defence does not mention
future budget allocations for technological investments by the Ministry of Economic
Development in the current year. The projection for 2017 defence investments is EUR
1.763 billion,86 which would confirm the decreasing trend in military expenditure.
However, until the Government approves the new Budget Law in late 2016, it is not
possible to make any further forecasts. More generally, the figures for 2016 and 2017 are
not a final and perfectly defined assumption of the defence budget in real terms, because
they do not include the supplement budget from the Ministry of Economic Development.
In Ireland, EUR 903 million has been allocated to the Department of Defence in the 2016
Budget. The Irish Defence White Paper confirmed that the force mix and resource
allocation for the Irish forces will remain as previously reported.87 Expenditure on
defence expressed as a percentage of GNP, was 0.5 per cent, down from 0.6 per cent in the
previous three years (2012-14) and from 0.7 per cent in 2011.88 Interoperability with and
reliance upon other nations remains at the heart of Irish defence strategy. For example,
the Irish Government wishes to receive intelligence updates from newly acquired British
P-8 maritime patrol platforms.89 According to Ireland’s White Paper,90 published in
Parts of the money was sent back to the MFA. “Bundeswehr nutzt 2,6 Milliarden Euro Haushaltsgeld
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August 2015 and part of the Government’s plan to reform policy on defence over the next
ten years, the country plans to boost its defence spending over time.91 These plans will
mean new equipment and vehicles for the Army, Navy and Air Force.92 Commitment to
participation in humanitarian operations in Mediterranean and on-going peacekeeping
missions will be kept on stable levels.93 Within the Capital Investment Framework
scheduled from 2016 to 2021, EUR 66 million is allocated to defence in 2016, and EUR
437 million over the period,94 which represents a “significant commitment to Defence”
according to Government Minister Conveney.95
The Luxembourg State budget is available publically in all its increments.96 There is no
available measure of military investment. Judging by calculations made within the State
budget lines, investment in equipment should equate to around EUR 40 million in 2016,97
compared to EUR 44 million in 2013 according to the EDA.98
Malta's budget for 2016 allocates a total of EUR 45.946 million to the Armed Forces. The
budget allocation for new equipment is EUR 31.4 million, which includes EUR 13.9 million
for three new helicopters, EUR 15 million for a new airplane and EUR 2.5 million for
general military equipment.99 Many elements suggest a further increase in the defence
budget allocation. The Ministry has approved a series of projects for the period 20142020. Among those, the acquisition of an offshore patrol vessel which is worth EUR 38
million and the purchase of a robot and van for the EOD estimated to cost EUR 1.5 million.
The project is included in a EUR 75 million investment operation that will start in 2016
and end in 2021. The Maltese 2016 budget differentiates investments for equipment from
the ones for personnel. However, Malta's Government does not have a formal MoD. The
“Ireland plans to bulk up the Defence Forces”, in TheJournal.ie, 26 August 2015,
http://jrnl.ie/2292736.
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Defence Department is currently under in the Ministry for Home Affairs and National
Security. The 2016 budget provides a precise description of the budget for the Armed
Forces, which is described as part of “National security”, but remains vague as to whether
there are other categories, in addition to the Armed Forces, that are to be considered as
part of defence expenses.100
Investment in the Dutch defence budget for 2016 amounts to EUR 1.446 billion, within
an overall defence budget which totals EUR 8.233 billion.101 The adopted State budget
includes a line for “investment in the Armed Forces”.102 It projects that the investment
budget will amount to EUR 1.737 billion in 2017, EUR 1.775 billion in 2018, EUR 1.866
billion in 2019, and EUR 1.733 billion in 2020. The portion of investment in the defence
budget in 2014 was 14 per cent. It is therefore projected to be 16 per cent in 2016, rising
to 21 per cent in 2020. However, past auditing shows that paid expenditure is consistently
lower than projected expenditure.103 Military investment is broken down into the
following cost categories: new equipment, infrastructure, IT, research, and contribution
to NATO.104 The budget line for new equipment (EUR 916 million in 2016)105 is itself
broken down into new material for sea, land, air, cross-cutting projects, and projects of
less than EUR 25 million.106 Maintenance and acquisition numbers are also distinguished
according to Army, Navy and Air Force allocations.107 Investment data available in the
Netherlands is therefore very transparent and clearly set out. The budget breakdown
described above follows a political announcement by the Dutch Government that from
2016 it will make extra funds available for the Armed Forces on a structural basis, rising
from EUR 220 million in 2016 to EUR 345 million in subsequent years,108 to be used to
improve the Armed Forces’ operational deployability.
In a context of political flux, Portugal submitted a draft annual budget in February 2016,
which was approved by Parliament on 23rd February 2016. Portuguese budget documents
feature multi-annual spending limits with one budget line for defence and one for internal
security, within the security chapter of the general budget.109 Specific credit lines for
military investment are not available as yet, but should be situated around 17 per cent of
the defence budget. The investment budget in the military procurement law amounted to
an average of 17.2 per cent of the defence budget during the period from 2006 through
2010,110 then decreased slightly under 17 per cent to EUR 296 million in 2010,111 EUR
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278.2 million in 2011, EUR 230 million in 2012.112 It amounted to EUR 260 million in 2013,
according to the EDA.
In Spain, the draft budget allocated to the MoD for 2016 is EUR 5.962 billion.113 The
amount of resources allocated to Special Equipment Programmes (Programas Especiales
de Armamento) will be around EUR 1 billion in 2016.114 EUR 632 million will be allocated
to R&D in Defence and shared among different Ministries, whereas EUR 468 million will
be added from the Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism.115 Additional funds may be
added in the following months through law decrees issued by the Government.116 The
draft budget also foresees a 100.2per cent increase in the budget of the Defence Staff
(Estado Mayor de Defensa), which will reach EUR 123 million. At the same time, the
Secretary of State for Defence (Secretaría de Estado de Defensa) will see a 9.06 per cent
increase in budget allocation, reaching EUR 505 million. The Army budget will decrease
by 14.26 per cent, amounting to EUR 341 million instead of EUR 398 million of 2015. The
Navy will register an 11per cent decrease (EUR 151.6 million in 2016, compared to EUR
170 million in 2015). The Air Force budget will also be reduced by 15.6 per cent in 2016,
relying on EUR 160 million instead of EUR 189 million in 2015.117 Against this backdrop,
it is not possible to make any forecast for the defence budget and new investments in
equipment after 2016.
Switzerland is planning to invest CHF 1.013 billion for military acquisitions in 2016.118
This means its share of the total defence budget of CHF 4.733 billion for 2016 is 21.40 per
cent. Switzerland does not specify the budget for military acquisitions for each year of its
financial planning. However, from the current level of CHF 1.013 billion, it is projected to
increase to CHF 1.218 billion in 2019.119 Since the largest uncertainty in Swiss armament
programmes – the vote on the Gripen acquisition – is off the table, the rest of the
investments and programmes, such as a new ground based air defence system, will likely
be safe. However, the need to replace the ageing Swiss fleet of fighter aircrafts, especially
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the F-5, remains relevant and will become urgent again in the early 2020s at the latest.
The UK’s Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR) 2015 was prepared over a sixmonth period with broad stakeholder consultation and involvement across Britain and
with allies. It unveiled a GBP 178 billion forward equipment programme over ten years
representing a real term above inflation uplift of one percent in the provision of
equipment.120 The UK announced the purchase of 138 F-35 aircrafts over the life of this
capability, the commitment to operating both Queen Elizabeth-type aircraft carriers, a
mix of a new-frigate and corvette surface fleet and the buying “off-the-shelf” of Boeing-P8
maritime patrol aircraft. The Equipment Plan (including equipment support) represents
48.8 percent of the overall defence budget of GBP 34 billion per annum.121 The UK defence
policy stance is driven by its reliance upon alliances and international partners. There is
a sense the vote to leave the EU, to be legally implemented via the Article 50 of the Treaty
on the European Union (TEU), will likely cause defence commitments to be revisited
especially given the international nature of defence supply chains.
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Chapter 2 - Defence Cooperation
Edited by Alessandro Marrone and Daniele Fattibene
2.1 Defence cooperation at bilateral level
Bilateral cooperation confirmed to be the main form of defence cooperation in Europe
with 22 cases registered in the last months. These developments have been almost equally
distributed among neighbouring countries and non-neighbouring ones, with a prevalence
of the former. These developments emerged both in CEE countries and in Western
Europe. Except for one case involving France and the UK, these developments mostly
occurred outside of existing cooperation frameworks.
After the activation of article 42.7 of the TEU, bilateral discussions have initiated and are
still taking place between the French MFA, Ambassadors and national authorities of other
countries (MFAs, MoDs, Prime Ministers and/or their offices) in the respective capitals
regarding the type of assistance which could be provided to Paris against Islamic
international terrorism.122 Fourteen countries have responded to France’s request and
this has been an important political gesture. Belgium, Germany, and the UK reacted
swiftly;123 Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia and Sweden have also made commitments.124 For the time
being, Austria, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal and
Spain have not made any official commitments. Spain however is evaluating the French
proposal of incrementing Spanish military contingents in Mali and Central African
Republic.125 The number of bilateral agreements reached between France and single
partners are not part of the counting of cooperation cases in this chapter, since so far they
did not have a direct effect in terms of capability development. Yet, they are reported as
significant ad hoc examples of bilateral cooperation within DBC31 countries, mainly on
operational and political aspects, caused by non-conventional threats such as Islamic
international terrorism. Moreover, it should be noticed that the use of art. 42.7 to trigger
a net of bilateral cooperation de facto had the effect to downplay the efforts on EU
multilateral cooperation under the aegis of the Common Security and Defence Policy
(CSDP) regarding this non-conventional threat.
2.1.1 Working with neighbours
Defence cooperation between neighbouring countries still represents a crucial trend for
cooperative initiatives among DBC31 countries. 16 cases have been highlighted involving
countries in CEE, the Nordic Region, SEE and Western Europe.
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Czech Republic and Slovakia signed an agreement regarding the cooperation of Military
Police. According to it both services will be training together and will be also trained by
US instructors.126 Moreover, the General Staffs in Prague and Bratislava are working on
closer cooperation of land forces, mostly support units (medical support, maintenance
etc.) which would particularly cover units located close to Czech-Slovak border. The
cooperation will assure a quicker reaction in case of e.g. natural disasters in Czech
Republic and Slovakia and will also help to establish a procedure for common protection
of borders.127 Finally, the two countries discussed the development of Air Force training
by preparing Gripens’ pilots in the military universities in Slovakia as well as a common
training for joining crisis-management operations and exercises (Forward Air Controller
– FAC).128 Although this cooperation was mainly driven by technical and military
considerations, it confirms the pattern of increasing military integration between the two
countries. In the future, this could result in the long-discussed common airspace policing,
with Czech and Slovak aircraft mutually responsible for intercepting renegade airplanes.
Polish and Swedish MoDs signed a Framework Agreement on bilateral defence
cooperation. Both countries decided to strengthen cooperation in response to the
deterioration of the security environment in the Baltic Sea region. The agreement is to
facilitate military exercises but also other, unspecified forms of cooperation. Polish
Military Aviation Works (WZL) and SAAB signed an agreement stating that both
companies will promote the modernization offer for Polish MiG-29 multipurpose combat
aircraft. The aim of the modernization is to equip the fleet of Polish aircraft with SAAB’s
electronic warfare self-protection systems. Military cooperation between the two
countries was so far limited to exercises and the purchase of Swedish RBS 15 MK3 antiship missiles by Poland. With the change of geopolitical situation due to Russian
aggressive posture, Stockholm perceives Warsaw as an important partner, whose policy
will be crucial for regional security.129
A bilateral agreement between Sweden and Denmark was signed on 14th January 2016
regarding the use of each other’s airspace and territorial waters.130 Military aircraft and
ships will be allowed to cross the other nation’s territory without this being regarded as
a territorial incursion.131 Increased cooperation in exercises, safe and secure
communications are also part of the agreement. Bases and ports can also be used, and a
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common recognized air and sea picture is to be shared. The Armed Forces of the
respective countries are tasked with the implementation of the agreement. The context is
the flight of Russian military aircraft flying with transponders off in congested airspace
(also for signal intelligence purposes), and the cooperation is meant to address the
deteriorating security situation in and around the Baltic Sea region. The agreement is
limited to peace-time and crisis. The territories of Greenland and the Faeroe Islands are
expressly excluded from the MoU. The MoU builds on earlier cooperation among the
Nordics, but it is the first time such an agreement between Denmark (a NATO member)
and Sweden (a non-NATO member) has been signed. The deal is similar to the one
achieved between Sweden and Finland though less ambitious (Cf. 1st DBC study,
particularly the fact Swedish-Finnish agreement applies in peacetime, crisis “…and
beyond”).
Bilateral cooperation involving Bulgaria and Romania was epitomized by a joint exercise
entitled “Blue Bridge 2015”, which was held on 29th September-1st October 2015 in both
countries’ territories and which was aimed to prepare the Air Police mission by applying
common procedures and specific tactics.132
In November 2015, the French Minister of Defence Jean-Yves Le Drian and his British
counterpart Michael Fallon signed an agreement on missile technologies. France and the
UK agreed to share their technologies to promote the development of a new generation of
airborne anti-ship missile, called Sea Venom or “Anti-navire léger” by the Franco-BritishItalian group MBDA. Other agreements were signed between the two countries. In April
2016, France and the UK will hold an important common drill, entitled “Griffin Strike”,
involving a large number of French and British personnel. In the matter of nuclear
cooperation, the completion of British facilities in the French nuclear centre of Valduc, in
Burgundy, will be concluded in 2016. France and the UK will jointly work in Valduc to
ensure safety and reliability of their nuclear weapons. According to Le Drian, both
countries will also increase collaboration in areas of special forces, counter-terrorism and
cyber security.133
Dutch–German cooperation outlined in the 1st DBC study was confirmed. The two
countries announced plans to integrate their brigades, notably the Dutch 43th Mechanized
Brigade into the German 1st Armoured Division. At the same time, a German tank battalion
(the 414th) will be integrated into the 43th Mechanized Brigade. Within the 414th tank
battalion, one company will be Dutch. Furthermore, with the goal to ensure
interoperability and commonality, Germany will upgrade the Netherlands' 16 remaining
Leopard 2A6 tanks to A7 standard and pool them with its own Leopard 2 tanks. The
Netherlands will then lease the tanks necessary to form a company of 18 Leopard 2s. 134
Since the German 414th tank battalion is a newly formed unit (decision for its
establishment was taken in the wake of the Ukraine crisis), one could argue that the
integration of Dutch forces into it is also driven by Russia’s aggressive posture and NATO
“Aviation News from Romania: 5 to 11 October 2015”, in Aeroglob,
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focus on collective defence.
Developments at the bilateral level were registered between France and Italy. In
November 2015, the Horizon Steering Committee, co-presided by the Italian Admiral
Donato Marzano and the Ingénieur Général de l’Armement François Pintart, reached two
results. Firstly, it established a bilateral technical agreement on the exchange of logistic
information, which allows the sharing of technical expertise on the Classe Orizzonte, a
missile launcher. Secondly, it sets up the collaboration between French Army and
Finmeccanica for the revision of the 76/62SR installations on the Chevalier Paul and
Forbin.135
France and Belgium decided to improve their intelligence cooperation to fight against
terrorism. The French Prime Minister, Manuel Valls and the Belgian Prime Minister,
Charles Michel, stated after a meeting in Paris that they intended to “launch an initiative”
to “prolong and expand, while better formalising, the multilateral exchange of
information” between nations inside the Schengen zone.136 Moreover, the Belgian frigate
Leopold 1er cooperated with the French Navy as part of operation Chammal against the
Islamic State. The Leopold 1er escorted the French aircraft carrier Charles de Gaulle in
eastern Mediterranean Sea and in Persian Gulf.137
A joint training of French and Belgian Air Forces took place at the Mont-de-Marsan
airbase, in the southwest on France. Five Belgian F-16 participated in several drills in
matter of close air support.138
Military cooperation is to be strengthened between Austria and Switzerland, as
announced by the Austrian Minister of Defence Gerald Klug and his Swiss colleague, Ueli
Maurer. Joint military training already took place and will be extended in 2016. Another
cooperation option that is being explored is the sharing of the Austrian Hercules transport
aircraft fleet until Switzerland has taken a decision on the replacement of their own. Yet,
this decision is not likely to be taken before 2018.139
2.1.2 Bilateral cooperation with non-neighbouring countries
In September the Italian and Finnish MoDs, together with the respective Associations of
Industries for Defence and Aerospace, signed a MoU on defence cooperation. It is
considered an important business-to-government and business-to-business agreement,
which could enhance defence cooperation among the two countries, through the
organization of annual meetings as well as ad hoc working groups.140
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Italy is fostering cooperation on a bilateral level with Poland. The two Governments will
cooperate in aerospace sector, with the Italian Teledife (Direction of Information and
Telematic Advanced Technology of the General Secretariat of Italian MoD) ensuring the
furniture of the piece of earth and ground-segment to the Polish MoD (Polish Defence User
Ground Segment – P-DUGS) for the reception and elaboration of data and products from
Italian satellites within the framework of the COSMO-Sky Med programme.141 Broadly
speaking, Italy is interested in cooperating with Poland, considering the relevance of both
Polish defence budget and industrial capabilities, as well as the links already established
with Italian DTIB (i.e. Finmeccanica and Avio).
Poland’s will to cooperate with countries in Nordic Region and Western Europe is also
epitomized by the announcement that the Polish Government will launch a tender in 2016
to purchase three submarines, for an amount of EUR 2 billion, scheduled to be delivered
in 2020-2025. In this context, Czeslaw Mroczek, former Polish Deputy Mister of Defence,
stated that Poland could buy submarines in a common bid with other NATO members, like
Norway or the Netherlands, to cut costs.142
Another development regards Spanish and German aerospace and defence industries. In
the context of the SMILE project, which already involves more than 13 European agencies,
the Spanish PDL Space signed a contract with the German Space Agency (DLR). PDL Space
established a new type of rocket motor with liquid combustible and will share its
expertise with the DLR.143
The Netherlands and Norway MoDs signed two agreements in October at The Hague and
held discussions about bilateral and multilateral cooperation.144
2.2 Mini-lateral cooperation slightly increases
Some developments occurred at the mini-lateral level, with 9 cases analysed and the
majority of them were related to existing cooperation initiatives.
Important developments took place with regard to the EUROMALE programme. As
outlined in the 1st DBC study, on 18th May 2015 France, Germany and Italy agreed on the
launch of a joint definition study. In December 2015, Spain decided to join the
programme.145 German MoD will take over 31 per cent of the cost of the definition study,
i.e. EUR 18.6 million, while other partners will contribute 23 per cent, namely EUR 13.8
million, each.146 On 25th November 2015, the OCCAR Board of Supervisors authorized the
assignment of the programme to the Organization for management purposes.147 Under
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the management of OCCAR, a two-years contract for a definition study is expected to be
assigned by the first half of 2016 to a consortium of European industries including Airbus,
Dassault and Finmeccanica,148 even if the industrial agreement is not completely defined.
In parallel, in December 2015, EDA signed a contract for the ERA project, aimed at
contributing to the integration of RPAS into common airspace in Europe by addressing
technical and procedural issues, in liaison with other EDA projects such as Mid Air
Collision Avoidance System (MIDCAS) and Demonstration of Satellites enabling the
Insertion of RPAS in Europe (DESIRE) as well as with the European Organization for Civil
Aviation Equipment (EUROCAE).149 The 42-months-long project is supported by France,
Germany (lead nation), Italy, Poland and Sweden with an overall budget of EUR 31 million,
and it has been awarded to an industrial consortium led by Airbus Defence and Space and
including Elektroniksystem-und Logistik-GmbH, Finmeccanica, ONERA, Saab, Thales and
nine partners from Poland.150
In January 2016, the French Defence Procurement Agency (Direction General Armaments
- DGA), announced that France signed a contract with Eurosam, a European consortium
involving French, British and Italian industries in the framework of the Aster programme.
The goal is to develop a new version of the ground-to-air missile: Aster 30 Block 1 New
Technology (B1NT). The amount of the contract, which includes production of the new
weapon for French forces, could be of EUR 400 million.151 Although the development is
part of the Lancaster Treaty, Italy also signed a MoU with France and the UK to improve
its Aster’s capabilities, whereas it is likely that Italy could sign a similar contract with
Eurosam to upgrade the Italian Aster units.
A potential stimulus for mini-lateral cooperation among DBC31 countries could emerge
from the MoU signed last September between Italy and Kuwait on the purchase by the
latter of 28 Eurofighter Typhoon aircraft. The aircraft will in fact be provided by the
European consortium made of Germany, Italy, Spain and the UK.152 As in the case of
previous Eurofighter export to Saudi Arabia, this is the result of a cooperative effort
undertaken around three decades ago by these four European countries.
Greece and Cyprus conducted military exercises with Israel153 and, separately, with
Egypt,154 and continued to strengthen multi-level cooperation with those countries
through the format of trilateral cooperation. In SEE the need to tackle the migration crisis
is a potential stimulus for cooperation with countries either in or outside the EU.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that in November 2015 the V4 Battle Group has passed a
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certification, which confirmed its level of preparation, by achieving full readiness to
operate.155
2.3 Multilateral cooperation: growing but still lagging behind
In comparison to the period covered by the previous DBC study (April-September 2015)
a significant amount (8 cases) of multilateral defence cooperation developments were
registered.
At the EU level, as part of the “Tandem-X” project in November 2015 Germany decided to
share sophisticated satellite data with 35 partner nations. The data, which is a 3-D image
of the Earth’s surface in unprecedented detail, was gathered by two satellites.156
At NATO level, the Alliance’s Communication and Information Agency (NCIA) signed an
agreement with Bulgaria, in relation with the implementation of the project for the
integration of NATO forces (NATO Force Integration Unit - NFIU) and NATO Security
Investment Programme (NSIP).157 This is linked to the opening of the Headquarters of the
Multinational Division "South East" (HQ MND-SE) in Bucharest. All these decisions are
part of the measures to increase the NATO readiness set out in the Readiness Action Plan
(RAP) adopted at 2014 Wales Summit.158
The decision taken by NATO’s Defence Ministers to launch a new mission in the Aegean
Sea managed by the Alliance’s Standing Maritime Group 2 – under German command –
with the aim to fight human trafficking is another example of multinational cooperation.
The mission, in cooperation with EU’s border management Agency (FRONTEX), is tasked
to gather intelligence to eradicate criminal organizations involved in these activities, as
well as to conduct reconnaissance, monitoring and surveillance of illegal crossings in the
Aegean.159
Among NATO exercises in recent months the most relevant has been the Trident Juncture
drill, which involved 36,000 troops coming from 37 countries160 with the aim to certify
the readiness of the NATO Response Force (NRF). It is also worth mentioning the first
experimental study "Balkan Bridges - 2015", held in Bulgaria and aimed at developing a
network for training and exercises of SEE.161
Finally, Belgium decided to join the NATO CCDCOE. A Belgian delegation visited the
CCDCOE in Tallinn to start negotiations about the accession of Belgium to the status of
sponsoring nation.162 For the sake of completeness, Sweden opened discussion to join as
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Partnership for Peace (PfP) country the NATO Strategic Communication centre in Riga,
but no decision has been announced so far.
Outside of NATO and EU frameworks, a relevant development was registered within the
5+5 Defence Initiative including 5 European countries (France, Italy, Malta, Portugal and
Spain) and 5 countries from the MENA region (Algeria, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco and
Tunisia). The 7th meeting of Chiefs of Staff of the Member States’ navies took place in
October 2015, and focused on the current threats and risks faced by the countries relating
to terrorism, illegal immigration and cross-border crime. It aimed to upgrade military and
operational capabilities to counter the new regional challenges, projecting an action plan
to tackle today complex problems with a unified strategy.163 In this context, also
“Seaborder 15” exercise was held.164
A potential stimulus for defence cooperation could derive from the need to manage the
increased migration flows deeply affecting EU societies and politics, as well as to tackle
instability in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region where these flows originate
and/or transit. Alongside with the aforementioned cooperation in SEE and within NATO
framework, it should be noticed the continuation of EUNAVFORMED mission, which may
soon progress to “Phase 3”, which would allow to operate within Libya’s territorial waters
but also to training Libyan coastguards as well as to assist the Government in the Security
Sector Reform. However, the success of this phase strongly depends on the effective and
durable setting up of the new Libyan Government.165
2.4

Germany: decreased but still significant role in terms of defence cooperation

The trend highlighted in the 1st DBC study concerning a significant role of Germany in the
European defence cooperation landscape was confirmed, but with a relative decrease in
the number (11 cases) of relevant examples. These developments were on the one hand
the prosecution of agreements signed in the past months notably with Poland and
Lithuania and on the other hand, new initiatives with neighbours such as Austria and
Switzerland.
In December 2015, Polish Armament Inspectorate and Polish Armament Group (PGZ)
signed a contract on modernization of 123 Leopard 2A4 tanks worth PLN 2.4 billion (USD
550 million). The modernization will be carried by a Polish consortium in cooperation
with Rheinmetall, one of the co-producers of the tank. The participation of Polish
companies in the project is estimated to reach 50 per cent of the value of the contract.
Such a model of cooperation fits into Polish priorities to develop national defence
industrial base, assure the transfer of technologies through cooperation and achieve
maximum maintenance autonomy.166
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As anticipated in the 1st DBC study, the MoDs of Germany and Lithuania signed the
procurement agreement for 21 self-propelled PzH2000 howitzers including the training
of Lithuanian soldiers at the German Army training centre in Idar-Oberstein. The
agreement also includes the delivery of 26 M577 V2 armoured command vehicles and 6
BPZ2 recovery tanks.167
In October 2015, Austria, Germany and Switzerland conducted a joint workshop on
Military Disaster Relief Cooperation. The trilateral cooperation framework ensures
support and assistance in case of natural or humanitarian disasters. The workshop
included a joint exercise in Bregenz.168 Agreements between Austria and Switzerland may
be put in relation with budget cuts and the high cost for the acquisition on a new transport
aircraft in Switzerland.
The significant role of Germany is demonstrated also by Berlin’s substantial participation
in defence cooperation previously analysed in this chapter. Indeed, Germany is taking the
lead of the EUROMALE and ERA project, as well as of the NATO mission in the Aegean Sea,
and of the sharing satellite data within the Tandem X project. The aforementioned
analysis of German decision about Heavy Transport Helicopters procurement underlines
another element of Berlin’s important role.
2.5 United States: still significant role in terms of defence cooperation
The US kept a significant role in defence cooperation in Europe, with 6 cases registered
among DBC31 countries. Washington’s role has remained important not only in terms of
procurement, but also at the operational level with several drills organized, notably in
CEE.
As for procurement, Poland signed an implementation deal for the Polish-US SOFA, which
will enable the prepositioning of US equipment in five different locations in its territory.
Prepositioning will be financed from the US European Reassurance Initiative (ERI) but
Polish authorities will also contribute with investments for the necessary infrastructure.
Although the agreement was signed within the framework of Polish-US bilateral
cooperation it is also a part of NATO RAP. This will augment US presence in Poland and
further enhance bilateral cooperation based on the arms sales (F16, JAASM), rotational
presence of US fighter and transport aircraft in Poland (Aviation Detachment and Heavy
Detachment) and planned US investment in ballistic missile defence base, which is a part
of the European Phased Adaptive Approach (EPAA) project.169
The UK signed a G2G deal with Washington for the purchase of two new maritime patrol
aircraft. This seems to be in contradiction with the coalition Government’s White Paper of
2012, which stated clearly that Government policy towards capability generation would
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be conducted, where possible, through “off-the-shelf” procurement of mature assets and
platforms following global open competition to meet a stated requirement.
Bulgaria170 hosted the first joint Bulgarian-American exercises "Platinum Lion 2016" in
January 2016,171 and was also involved in a multilateral exercise with Romania, Turkey
and the US in the western part of the Black Sea.
2.6 Reducing dependency on Russian equipment
Two defence cooperation developments confirmed the trend to reduce dependency on
Russian equipment, both in SEE and CEE.
Polish and Bulgarian Defence Ministers signed an intergovernmental agreement on the
provision of logistical support for the MiG-29. According to the agreement – which has
been approved by the Bulgarian Council of Ministers - Polish side will repair six engines
of MiG-29 belonging to the Bulgarian Air Force. The total value of the contract amounts to
EUR 6.138 million. The former Defence Minister stressed that both sides also work on
further agreements "concerning the comprehensive modernization of MiG-29" and
reminded that, in 2016, 50 projects in cooperation with the Bulgarian side are planned.
Bulgarian Minister of Defence assured that it is the beginning of a long-term cooperation,
also within NATO.172 Bulgarian Air Force has 16 MiG-29 multipurpose aircrafts but only
four are operational. The cooperation with Poland will help Bulgaria to limit its political
and military dependence on Russia, and is perceived by Warsaw as a crucial element of
political and military integration of the new NATO and EU members.173
In December 2015, Slovak MoD signed a framework agreement with Sikorsky. According
to the agreement, an international training centre for UH-60M helicopters will be
constructed in Slovakia with the use of Sikorsky-provided simulators. Slovakia hopes that
the training centre will help to increase cooperation with other European users of UH60M. As outlined in the 1st DBC study, the contract is for nine helicopters and its value is
EUR 236.7 million, with the aim to replace Soviet-designed M-17 helicopters.174 Table 1
provides an overview of all defence cooperation developments analysed in this Report.
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Table 1 Overview of defence cooperation developments occurred in Europe
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Turkey; United
States

Blue Bridge
Exercise

Bulgaria;
Romania

✓

✓

Brigades
Integration

Germany; the
Netherlands

✓

✓

Cooperation
Aerospace sector

Italy; Poland

Cooperation of
Frigates Classe

France; Italy

With US

✓

With Germany

Belgium; France

G2G

Air Forces Joint
Training

Non neighbouring

Neighbouring
✓

Mini-lateral

✓

Multilateral

Bilateral

Countries Involved

Cooperation
Developments

Air Borne AntiFrance; United
ship missile; Joint Kingdom
Drill

5+5 Defence
Algeria; France;
Initiative Meeting Italy; Libya;
Malta;
Mauritania;
Morocco;
Portugal; Spain;
Tunisia;

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
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✓
✓

✓

With US

With Germany

G2G

Neighbouring
✓

Non neighbouring

Bilateral

Mini-lateral

Multilateral

Countries Involved

Cooperation
Developments

✓

Orizzonte
Cooperation of
Military Police

Czech Republic;
Slovakia

Enhanced RPAS
Automation

France;
Germany; Italy;
Poland;
Sweden;

✓

Eurofighter
Purchase by
Kuwait

Germany; Italy;
Spain; the
United Kingdom

✓

EUROMALE

France;
Germany; Italy;
Spain

✓

EUNAVFOR MED

Belgium;
Finland; France;
Germany;
Greece;
Hungary; Italy;
Lithuania;
Luxembourg;
the
Netherlands;
Slovenia; Spain;
Sweden; United
Kingdom

Framework
Agreement on
bilateral defence
cooperation

Poland; Sweden

Intelligence
cooperation

France; Belgium

Joint military
training

Austria;
Switzerland

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Maritime Patrol
United
Aircraft Purchase Kingdom;
United States

✓

✓

Memorandum of
Understanding
Defence and
Aerospace
cooperation

✓

✓

MiG-29 Logistical Bulgaria;
support
Poland

✓

✓

Military
Cooperation
Agreement

✓

✓

Finland; Italy

The
Netherlands;
Norway
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✓

✓

✓

Military Exercise

Cyprus; Greece;
Israel

✓

✓

Military Exercise

Cyprus; Egypt;
Greece

✓

✓

✓

Modernization of Poland;
123 Leopard 2A4 Germany
tanks

✓

✓

✓

✓

NATO Force
Integration Unit

Bulgaria; NATO

NATO Mission in
the Aegean Sea

Canada; France;
Germany; Italy;
Spain; Turkey;
USA

Platinum Lion
2016

Bulgaria; United
States

✓

✓

PzH2000
howitzers

Germany;
Lithuania

✓

✓

✓

SMILE Project

Germany; Spain

✓

✓

✓

Status of Forces
Agreement

Poland; United
States

✓

✓

Submarines
purchase

Poland; Norway
or the
Netherlands

✓

✓

✓

✓

Tandem X Project Multilateral (35
countries)

✓

Trident Juncture

NATO (37
countries)

✓

UH-60 Training
centre creation

Slovakia; United
States

✓

✓
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✓

Czech Republic;
Hungary;
Poland;
Slovakia

✓
8

✓

✓

✓

✓

Use of Air and Sea Denmark;
Space
Sweden
V4 Battle-Group
Certification

With US

✓

With Germany

Austria;
Germany;
Switzerland

G2G

Non neighbouring

Neighbouring

Bilateral

Mini-lateral

Multilateral

Countries Involved

Cooperation
Developments
Military Disaster
Relief
Cooperation

✓

✓

✓

✓

9

22

37

16

14

1

11

6

